The supersonic diffuser of a Mach 2.68 bifurcated, rectangular, mixed-compression inlet was analyzed using a two-dimensional (20) Navier-Stokes flow solver. Parametric studies were performed on turbulence models, computational grids and bleed models. The computed flowfield was substantially different from the original inviscid design, due to interactions of shocks, boundary layers, and bleed. Good agreement with experimental data was obtained in many aspects. Many of the discrepancies were thought to originate primarily from 3D effects. Therefore, a balance should be struck between expending resources on a high fidelity 20 simulation, and the inherent limitations of 20 analysis. The solutions were fairly insensitive to turbulence models, grids and bleed models. Overall, the k-e turbulence model, and the bleed models based on unchoked bleed hole discharge coefficients or uniform velocity are recommended. 20 Navier-Stokes methods appear to be a useful tool for the design and analysis of supersonic inlets, by providing a higher fidelity simulation of the inlet flowfield than inviscid methods, in a reasonable turnaround time. 
Introduction
The inlet is an essential part of the propulsion .
.
. aft12 A . system on a supersonIc crulse alrcr .' supersonIc inlet consists of two portions: the supersonic diffuser is the forward part where shock waves are used to compress the flow, and the subsonic diffuser is the aft part. To achieve high total pressure recovery and low cowl drag at cruise Mach number above 2.0 to 2.2, a mixed-compression scheme is necessary, where the supersonic compression is split between an 'external' part forward of the cowl lip and an 'internal' part aft.
For good recovery while retaining a margin of stability, mixed-compression inlets are designed to compress the freestream flow to about Mach 1.3 at the exit of the supersonic diffuser or 'throat'. When the normal or 'terminal' shock is positioned right at the throat, the inlet is operating at the design or 'critical' point. If the normal shock moves downstream of the throat, the shock loss increases; this range of operation is termed 'supercritical'.
Oue to the sensitivity of the nearly sonic flow in the throat region, even a slight perturbation caused by atmospheric gusts, engine airflow transients, or shockboundary layer interactions can radically alter the inlet flow. The result can be an 'unstart' or 'buzz' condition, where the normal shock has been expelled forward in front of the inlet, and the flow becomes highly unsteady. Inlet total pressure recovery is drastically reduced, and severe forces may result on the aircraft.
To help prevent unstarts, a fraction of the airflow is removed through small openings in the inlet walls in a process known as 'bleed'. Bleed helps to stabilize the normal shock, improve the shock-boundary layer interactions, and increase the local Mach number to prevent subsonic regions 3 • Also, bleed helps to keep the flow well conditioned at on-design operation. Due to the complexity of the flow, design of bleed is largely based on empirical guidelines. In a wind tunnel test, to simulate external disturbances that may cause unstarts, the angle of attack and freestream Mach number are varied. The angle of attack or Mach number reduction the inlet can tolerate without unstarting is a measure of the inlet's 'operability limit' .
Therefore, the issues with a mixed compression scheme include the possibility of inlet unstarts, the need American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics for boundary layer control and nonnal shock stability systems such as bleed, and increased mechanical complexity.4 The design is a balance between the conflicting requirements of internal perfonnance, external drag, weight and operability.
A medium scale model of the Mach 2.68 bifurcated rectangular mixed compression inlet with 30% internal area contraction was tested in the NASA Lewis 10xlO foot cross section supersonic wind tunnel ( Figs. 1 and  2) . 5 The freestream Reynolds number at Mach 2.68 was 2.5xl0 6 per foot, and the cowl half-height <he) was 10.67 inches. Figure 3 shows the theoretical shock structure designed by using the method of characteristics. The initial ramp shock is followed by an isentropic compression fan, both focused on the cowl lip. The initial cowl shock is also followed by an isentropic compression fan. The cowl shock is canceled at the ramp shoulder, and the compression fan is canceled on the curved ramp surface. In the test program, parametrics were perfonned on the freestream Mach number, angle of attack, bleed patterns, subsonic diffuser vortex generator patterns, and ramp positions. Three configurations were selected for detailed study, two of which had the ability to self-start following an unstart without active controls. One of the self starting configurations gave 89 percent total pressure recovery and 16 percent distortion at the compressor face station, with a bleed massflow of 6.9 percent of the capture massflow. A steeper than expected ramp tip shock resulted in a high spillage of 4 to 5 percent of capture. Supersonic diffuser geometries for mixed compression inlets are generally designed using inviscid analyses. The method of characteristics is typically used, because it produces exact inviscid results, and because the very fast turnaround time is amenable to design. Euler finite difference analysis has been shown to produce nearly the same results as the method of characteristics, and it is more easily extended to a three dimensional (3D) computation 6 . However, Euler analysis is not exact due to truncation errors, and it requires more computational resources than the method of characteristics. The actual flowfield in the inlet differs appreciably from the inviscid analysis, due to viscous effects and viscous-in viscid interactions, such as boundary layer buildup and shock-boundary layer interactions. Therefore, a number of analysis techniques incorporating these effects have been developed, to more accurately simulate the flowfield.
In a zonal approach, the flowfield is partitioned into distinct areas depending on the dominant physics, and each area is analyzed using a separate technique. Typically, the inviscid core is computed using the method of characteristics, near wall areas are solved with a boundary layer code, bleed regions are modeled by 2 manipulating the boundary layer profiles, and oblique shock-boundary layer interactions are solved using control volume analysis. The zonal approach is useful for rapidly evaluating a large number of configurations, and for determining boundary layer properties in order to place bleed regions. However, more complex flows, such as comer flows, subsonic regions, separations and vortices, are not properly modeled. Therefore Fujimoto and Niwa l9 reported a 3D calculation of a rectangular inlet including the terminal shock; good agreement was shown with data, and a vortex was seen along the cowl shocksidewall interaction. Chung 20 investigated a new engine face boundary condition and the behavior of the terminal shock for an axisymmetric inlet, mainly using Euler analysis. Grasso and Marini21 made a 2D calculation including the tenninal shock, and obtained good agreement in limited comparisons with data. Chyu et al (1992)22 investigated several boundary conditions for porous bleed, including their ability to stabilize the terminal shock; some of the bleed boundary conditions required extensive prior knowledge of the bleed region flowfield.
Mayer and Paynter 23 investigated engine face and bleed boundary conditions for an axisymmetric inlet including the terminal shock, using Euler analysis.
Freskos and Penanhoat 24 produced 2D and 3D solutions of a Mach 1.865 rectangular inlet including the terminal shock, but did not report any comparisons with data. In the present study, the supersonic diffuser of a Mach 2.68 bifurcated, rectangular, mixed-compression inlet was analyzed using a 2D Navier-Stokes flow solver. The objectives were three-fold. First, the accuracy and limitations of 2D Navier-Stokes analysis on a rectangular inlet were explored, relative to the original method of characteristics design, and to the experimental data from wind tunnel testing. Second, parametric studies were performed on turbulence models, solution grids and bleed models. Third, this serves as a validation case for this flow solver on supersonic internal flows with porous bleed and adverse pressure gradients.
3 Methods 2D Navier-Stokes analysis was performed on the supersonic diffuser, at the design Mach number and ramp positions, with the inlet operating at a supercritical condition. Taking advantage of symmetry, only one half of the bifurcated inlet was analyzed. Table I summarizes the configurations and results. Two bleed configurations were investigated. The configuration called 'SS l' has higher bleed mass flow rates, and was experimentally shown to be self-starting. The 'NSS' configuration has lower bleed, but is not self-starting. Experimental bleed patterns and bleed flow rates were adapted to equivalent 2D cases, by neglecting the sidewall and comer bleed regions, and by reducing the bleed mass flows by the estimated massflow through the sidewall and comer bleeds.
The flow solver used in the present study is NPARC, a Navier-Stokes solver used extensively by government and industry to analyze compressible flows. 25 . 26 NPARC was derived from PARC, which in tum was derived from the ARC code. It is under continuing development and is supported by an alliance of NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC) and the USAF Arnold Engineering and Development Center (AEDC).
The governing equations in the flow solver are the time-dependent, Reynolds-averaged Navier .. Btokes equations with a perfect gas relationship and Fourier's heat conduction law. These equations are discretized in conservation law form with respect to general curvilinear coordinates, and solved with the Beam and Warming approximate factorization algorithm. Although the time dependent formulation of the governing equlltions are used, the code is intended for steady state simulations, because not all portions of the present version of the code are time-accurate.
Grid sensitivity was evaluated by running three different grids.
All three were generated using GENIE3D, a graphical version of the 3D INGRID grid generation program. 27 In an effort to resolve the shock waves more crisply, the grid was adapted as much as possible to the initial ramp shock and the cowl shock by slanting the cross-stream grid lines, while limiting the maximum grid skewness to about 45 0 (Fig. 4) . The cowl lip was as sharp as the grid packing at the wall would allow. The first grid generated was the 'coarse' grid, with dimensions of 180 x 140, and a typical y+ value of the first grid point off the wall of about 6. In order to determine grid sensitivity, the 'fine' grid was generated, by doubling the resolution of the coarse grid in both directions; its dimensions are 360 x 280 with a typical y+ value of 3. Based on preliminary results using the coarse and fine grids, the 'improved' grid was generated, with the grid at the wall packed to y+ of less American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics than 5 as required by the turbulence models, and with an overall grid size small enough such that converged results can be obtained overnight on a midrange workstation. The improved grid has dimensions of 210 x 140, a typical y+ value of 2, and grid resolution in the inviscid core region intermediate to that of the coarse and fine grids. For this grid sensitivity study, the k-e turbulence model, uniform velocity bleed model and the NSS configuration were used. The-uniform velocity bleed model is robust because it imposes a constant mass flow regardless of the inlet flow conditions, and it is thought to provide a more realistic mass flux distribution than the uniform mass flux bleed model. The NSS configuration, which has smaller bleed regions and lower bleed mass flows, was used in order to minimize the impact of the mass flux distribution resulting from the simplistic bleed model.
Three turbulence models were examined. , which is applicable to attached or mildly separated wall bounded flows. All walls were assumed to be turbulent. For this turbulence model parametric study, the improved grid, the NSS configuration and the uniform velocity bleed model were used.
Four models for porous bleed were evaluated. In all four, the tangential velocity at the wall was zero as per the no slip condition, the static pressure and temperature gradients normal to the wall were prescribed to be zero, and no attempt was made to model the 'roughness' effect of the porous bleed surface. 32 The four models differed in how the bleed flow velocity normal to the wall was determined. The 'uniform velocity' model assigns a uniform velocity normal to the wall over the bleed region, based on the desired mass flow rate. The 'uniform mass flux' model assigns a uniform mass flux over the bleed region, based on the desired mass flow rate. The 'choked hole' model assigns local wall normal velocities based on the desired mass flow rate arxl experimentally determined discharge coefficients of choked bleed holes 33 • Because the bleed holes in the experiment were not choked, the numerical porosity of the bleed region was adjusted until the desired mass flow was obtained, giving an equivalent 'choked' porosity. The 'unchoked hole' model determines local wall 4 normal velocities based on discharge coefficients of unchoked bleed holes, bleed region porosity, arxl plenum back pressure. Note that no prior knowledge of the bleed mass flow rate is required, and in fact, the mass flow will vary depending on the inlet flow conditions. For this bleed model parametric study, the SSI configuration, k-e turbulence model and the uniform velocity bleed model were used. The SS 1 configuration was used because it has extended bleed regions and higher bleed mass flow rates, which highlights the differences between the bleed models.
Results and Discussion
Results for the coarse, fine and improved grids were similar. Even the boundary layer profiles, measured just upstream of (ramp BL rake 1) and downstream of (ramp BL rake 2) the ramp shoulder, were similar for all three grids (Fig. 5) . The fine grid has about four times more grid points, and requires more than four times the computer resources to obtain a solution than the other two grids. The imprOVed grid appears to be the best compromise, having reasonable computational requirements as well as better packing at the wall than the coarse grid, although it does not resolve the internal waves as crisply as the fine grid.
All three turbulence models produced fairly similar results (Fig. 6) , which is not surprising considering that the flow is attached and well behaved in general. However, the Baldwin-Barth model produced somewhat strange boundary layer profiles. The k-e model is recommended, despite its greater computational requirements, because it is applicable to a wide range of flows, and because it is expected to more accurately simulate 3D flows.
Results using the four different porous bleed models were surprisingly similar (Fig. 7) , even though the bleed region mass flux distributions were substantially different. It can be seen that both the choked hole and unchoked hole models vary the mass flux depending on local conditions. Also, the uniform velocity model better approximates the mass flux distribution of the unchoked hole model than the uniform mass flux model. If the bleed hole geometry, porosity, and the plenum backpressure (if unchoked) are known, then the unchoked hole model is the most sophisticated simulation, and it requires no prior knowledge of the bleed mass flow rates. If the flow rates are known, but the details of the bleed configurations are unknown, then the uniform velocity model appears to produce a good solution. However, the uniform velocity model is not suitable for investigating stability or operability limits, where bleed American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics mass flow rates must vary in response to the off-design operating conditions, to help stabilize the flow. Figures 8 and 9 show computed results for the NSS and SS 1 configurations respectively, using the improved grid, k-e turbulence model, and the unchoked bleed model. Mach contours with bleed mass flux vectors, ramp pressures, cowl pressures, and ramp boundary layer rake profiles are plotted; comparisons are made with experimental data and inviscid theory. Table  I shows the mass flow rates, cowl shock impingement points and recoveries.
As seen in the Mach contour plots and surface pressure plots, there are substantial waves in the internal flow. These waves are not predicted by inviscid theory.
Present results and experiment both show steeper shocks and increased compression than theory, as a result of boundary layer displacement effects. The cowl shock impinges on the ramp surface in front of the shoulder and reflects off, instead of being canceled; the impingement point is well predicted.
Bleed regions are seen to generate waves, most likely due to flow turning. At the start of the bleed region,· the streamlines tum toward the wall, producing an expansion wave.
Over the bleed region, the streamlines angle into the wall. At the end of the bleed region, the streamlines tum sharply away from the wall as the boundary layer thickens rapidly at the start of the solid wall, producing a compression wave.
The experiment indicates an unusually high spillage flow rate, most likely due to boundary layer displacement steepening the ramp shock, and the resulting spillage over the sidewalls. The present 20 analysis does not account for spillage over the sidewalls, and therefore predicts a lower spillage.
Ramp and cowl pressures for the NSS configuration show reasonably good agreement between present results and experiment. For the cowl pressures in the NSS configuration, the high and low pressure spikes near the throat are well predicted. However, cowl pressures for the SS 1 configuration show a substantial discrepancy in the throat region. No apparent physical origin can be identified in' a 20 flowfield for the high pressure measured experimentally near xlhc = 3.1 and the lower pressure around xlhc = 3.5. It is difficult to attribute such a large discrepancy to numerical or modeling error in a relatively well-behaved flow such as this. Therefore, it is speculated that the differences may be 30 in origin. The glancing interaction of the cowl shock and the sidewall boundary layer may be adverse enough to produce a shock wave off the sidewall, which propagates diagonally downstream, and appears as a high pressure at the cowl centerline around xlhc = 3.1.
The expansion wave from the forward sidewall bleed 5 may also propagate and appear as a lower pressure around xlhc = 3.5. Supporting this speculation are the position of the forward sidewall bleed relative to the measured expansion region, the position of the cowl leading edge relative to the measured high pressure region, and the fact that the higher bleed SS 1 configuration shows a larger discrepancy. Furthermore, waves arising from the two sidewalls would constructively interfere at the centerline where the surface pressure measurements were taken, producing a greater pressure change.
The boundary layer thickness upstream of the bleed regions, at ramp BL rake 1, is underpredicted. However, the fact that all three turbulence models underpredict the thickness by almost exactly the same amount suggests that the discrepancy might not be due to modeling error. Instead, the thicker boundary layer may be due to other factors, such as steps in the model ramp surface, or 30 compression waves from the sidewalls.
Profile agreement downstream of the ramp shoulder bleed, at ramp BL rake 2, is fair but inconclusive, because the upstream profiles at ramp BL rake 1 do not match well.
20 Navier-Stokes analysis appears to be a useful tool for the design and analysis of supersonic inlets. After the supersonic diffuser geometry is initially laid out using the method of characteristics, Navier-Stokes analysis can provide a higher fidelity solution by taking into account viscosity and bleed. Turnaround time is still fast enough to be useful in the design process. However, many of the observed discrepancies appear to be 30 in origin, indicating that a balance should be struck between expending resources on a very fine mesh, high fidelity 20 simulation, and the inherent limitations of 20 analysis.
Based on lessons learned from the present parametric study, 30 analysis of the inlet is presently underway. The objectives are to further validate the code and to gain additional fluid dynamic insight, by accounting for 30 effects such as sidewall bleed, spillage over the sidewalls, and glancing cowl shocksidewall boundary layer interactions.
Conclusions
The supersonic diffuser of a Mach 2.68 bifurcated, rectangular, mixed-compression inlet was analyzed using a 20 Navier-Stokes flow solver. Parametric studies were performed on turbulence models, computational grids and bleed models. Comparisons were made with experime~tal data and with the original inviscid design. The major conclusions are as follows.
The computed flowfield was substantially
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics different from the original inviscid design, due to interactions of shocks, boundary layers, and bleed. Good agreement with experimental data was obtained in many aspects.
2. Many of the discrepancies were thought to originate primarily from 3D effects such as glancing cowl shock-sidewall boundary layer interactions, spillage over the sidewall, and sidewall bleed. Therefore, a balance should be struck between expending resources on a high fidelity 2D simulation, and the inherent limitations of 2D analysis.
3. The solutions were fairly insensitive to turbulence models, grids and bleed models. Overall, the k-e turbulence model, and the bleed models based on unchoked bleed hole discharge coefficients or uniform velocity are recommended.
4. 2D Navier-Stokes appears to be a useful tool for the design and analysis of supersonic inlets; It provides a higher fidelity simulation of the inlet flowfield than inviscid methods, in a reasonable turnaround time. 
